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Q3 global deliveries of 2.2 million units, up 0.1 million Y-O-Y, driven primarily by growth in China and a
modest recovery of the market in South America.
• Q3 global market share is up 20 bps Y-O-Y, driven by growing share in our key markets in China, North
America and South America.
Q3 net revenue was $33.6 billion, down $5.3 billion Y-O-Y, driven primarily by decreased wholesale volumes
in North America, resulting primarily from planned downtime and other actions to match supply with
demand, partially offset by improved mix and growth at GM Financial.
Q3 income from continuing operations of $0.1 billion, down $2.6 billion Y-O-Y, unfavorably impacted by a $2.3
billion non-cash charge related to the sale of Opel/Vauxhall and lower earnings in North America.
• Q3 EPS-diluted of $0.08 per share, down $1.68 per share.
Q3 EBIT-adjusted of $2.5 billion, down $1.1 billion Y-O-Y, primarily due to planned lower wholesale volumes
and actions to match supply with demand in North America, partially offset by improved performance in
South America, GM Financial and International Operations. Strong YTD EBIT-adjusted of $9.8 billion.
• Delivered 7.5% global EBIT-adjusted margin in Q3 and strong YTD EBIT-adjusted margin of 9.0%.
• EPS-diluted-adjusted of $1.32 per share, down $0.39 per share, primarily as a result of lower North
American production.
Q3 adjusted automotive free cash flow of $(1.0) billion, down $(5.1) billion Y-O-Y, primarily due to working
capital and other timing related impacts of lower volumes, as well as lower earnings.
Strong return on invested capital-adjusted (ROIC-adjusted) of 27.6%, down 430 bps Y-O-Y, but well above our
2017 target of greater than 25%.
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Q3 2017 EPS-diluted-adjusted from continuing operations was $1.32 per share, down $0.39
per share Y-O-Y due to lower earnings as a result of reduced North American wholesale
volume.
Results include two tax only special items for Q3 2017:
• GM established a valuation allowance on deferred tax assets that will no longer be
realizable as a result of the sale of the Opel/Vauxhall Business of $2.3 billion, partially
offset by tax benefits related to tax settlements of $0.5 billion.
Q3 2017 YTD EPS-diluted-adjusted from continuing operations of $4.97 per share, up $0.21
per share Y-O-Y. Improved EPS-diluted adjusted primarily reflects the benefit associated with
a lower share count and a lower effective tax rate.
Q3 2017 weighted average share count was 1.47 billion shares, down more than 100 million
shares Y-O-Y reflecting the effect of the share buyback program.
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Q3 continuing operations net revenue decreased $5.3 billion. Key drivers include:
• Volume – $7.4 billion unfavorable due primarily to decreased wholesales in North
America (268,000 units, 26% Y-O-Y). GM reduced passenger car volume, including the
Cruze and Malibu, to match supply with demand, incurred significant launch related
downtime to prepare to transition to our next generation trucks and had a decrease in
off-lease rental car sales.
• Mix – favorable primarily in North America due to decreases in passenger cars, primarily
Cruze and Malibu.
• GM Financial – continued top line growth as GMF expands its portfolio and executes on
its full captive strategy.
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EBIT-adjusted from continuing operations of $2.5 billion, down $1.1 billion Y-O-Y, primarily due
to planned and strategic actions in North America that reduced wholesale volume.
EBIT-adjusted margin from continuing operations remained strong at 7.5%, down 190 bps
Y-O-Y, due primarily to a 26% reduction in wholesale volumes in North America.
Continuing operations wholesales for Q3 decreased 260,000 units, primarily driven by
decreased wholesales in North America.
Global share in participating markets improved 20 basis points to 11.9% due to improved share
in our core operations in China, North America and South America.
GM delivered Q3 2017 EBIT-adjusted performance similar to Q4 2016 with volumes down 22%.
This demonstrates significant flexibility in our cost structure and the resilience of the franchise.
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Drivers of the change in EBIT-adjusted from continuing operations include:
• Volume – unfavorable due to 260,000 unit decrease in wholesales, driven by lower
wholesales in North America (268,000) primarily related to planned and strategic downtime
to prepare for the upcoming truck launch and to match passenger car supply with demand.
• Mix – favorable primarily in North America due to a decrease in passenger car production
more than offsetting reductions in full size pick-up truck production.
• Price – unfavorable carryover pricing primarily in North America due to the highly
competitive passenger car segments.
• Cost – favorable cost performance of $0.9 billion, primarily in North America, partially offset
by unfavorable material majors of $0.3 billion and raw material headwinds of $0.2 billion.
• YTD cost performance was favorable by $2.3 billion, partially offset by $0.8 billion in
unfavorable material majors and $0.5 billion in raw material headwinds.
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Solid EBIT-adjusted from continuing operations of $2.5 billion, including profitability in all operating
segments for the first time since Q4 2014:
• GMNA generated EBIT-adjusted of $2.1 billion, down $1.5 billion Y-O-Y, due to a 26% reduction in
wholesales volumes.
• GMIO results improved $0.1 billion Y-O-Y to $0.3 billion with continued strong China equity income of
$0.5 billion and improved results from Consolidated International Operations.
• GMSA delivered profitability of $0.1 billion, an improvement of $0.2 billion Y-O-Y, while continuing to
outperform peers in a challenging macroeconomic environment.
Beginning in the three months ended December 31, 2017, we intend to change our reportable segments
as a result of changes in our organizational structure and the evolution of our business resulting from the
sale of the Opel/Vauxhall Business and the various strategic actions taken in the GMIO region. As a
result, our GMSA and GMIO segments will be reported as one, combined reportable international
segment, GM International (GMI). Our GMNA and GM Financial segments will not be impacted.
• GMF Q3 EBT-adjusted was a quarterly record $0.3 billion, an improvement of $0.1 billion Y-O-Y, as
GMF continues to grow their earning asset base.
• Corporate/Eliminations Q3 2017 EBIT-adjusted was $(0.2) billion, flat Y-O-Y. Spending on AV and
future mobility remains consistent with prior quarters. Corporate and other costs in the segment
included favorable non-recurring gains.
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GM market share in the U.S. was 17.3% during Q3, up 30 bps Y-O-Y.
GM retail market share in the U.S. was flat YTD at 16.6%. GM continued the refresh of its CUV
portfolio in Q3 delivering the all new Chevrolet Traverse and GMC Terrain, and will deliver the
Buick Enclave in Q4 2017.
Incentive spending as a percentage of ATP for Q3 2017 was 13.7%, 106% compared to industry
average.
Average transaction price exceeded $35,000/vehicle in Q3 2017, slightly up from Q2 2017, and
exceeded industry average by more than $4,000/vehicle during Q3 2017.
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North America generated solid EBIT-adjusted of $2.1 billion with an 8.3% EBIT-adjusted margin when
considering the planned downtime and actions to match supply with demand.
• GMNA has an EBIT-adjusted margin of 10.3% for the trailing four quarters, exceeding our target of 10%.
• U.S. dealer inventory increased 35,000 units from the prior year, but was down nearly 160,000 units
sequentially from Q2 2017.
• We project year-end 2017 dealer inventory to be lower than Q4 2016 levels and well positioned at
~70 days of sales, with an improved mix of trucks and crossovers and less passenger cars than
year-end 2016.
• North American market share in Q3 2017 was 16.7%, up 20 bps Y-O-Y, primarily due to higher commercial
and government fleet volumes. Total fleet remains low as we continue to reduce our daily rental volumes
by ~50,000 units for full year 2017. YTD 2017 GM has the lowest daily rental mix of any full line
manufacturer at 8.7%.
Q3 2017 North American production volumes were down 26% Y-O-Y with significant planned downtime for
full size pick-up trucks and crossovers, yet we remained solidly profitable. This performance is consistent with
prior statements we have made related to our ability to deliver solid results at lower US SAAR.
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Drivers of the change in GMNA EBIT-adjusted include:
• Volume – unfavorable $2.1 billion due to 268,000 unit decrease in wholesales. The primary drivers are
planned reductions in full sized pick-up trucks due to downtime to prepare for the launch of the next
generation truck, other planned downtime for Q3 CUV launches, planned passenger car downtime to match
supply with demand, reduced imports and less rental car wholesales.
• Mix – favorable primarily due to a decrease in passenger car volume, primarily the Chevrolet Malibu and
Cruze, offset by decreased full sized pick-up truck volume.
• Price – unfavorable price as the passenger car segments remain highly competitive.
• Cost – favorable cost performance of $0.8 billion, including favorable warranty performance, partially offset
by raw material headwinds of $0.1 billion and unfavorable material majors of $0.3 billion due to the launch
of the Chevrolet Equinox.
• YTD favorable cost performance of $2.5 billion, including warranty performance, partially offset by
$0.8 billion in unfavorable material majors and $0.4 billion in raw material headwinds.
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GMIO EBIT-adjusted performance improved $0.1 billion Y-O-Y to $0.3 billion.
• China equity income was flat Y-O-Y at $0.5 billion:
• Wholesales were up 58,000 units due to the strength of the Baojun, Buick,
Cadillac and Chevrolet brands as well as continued strength in SUVs and luxury
vehicles, offset by weakness in demand for mini-commercial vehicles.
• We project at least 5% carryover pricing pressure for the year, offset by mix
related to the growth of Cadillac and key products including the Chevrolet
Malibu, Buick Excelle GT, LaCrosse and GL8 as well as an intense focus on cost
efficiencies.
• Consolidated international operations results were $0.1 billion favorable Y-O-Y:
• Improved performance in cost and price more than offset lower wholesale
volume, FX and macro-economic difficulties in our Middle East Operations as a
result of low global oil prices.
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Drivers of GMIO’s EBIT-adjusted performance:
• Volume – wholesale volume down 25,000 units (15.3%) primarily due to decreased
volume in Middle East Operations.
• Price – favorable pricing in Australia due to refreshed products.
• Cost – favorable primarily due to timing related to labor settlements, which occurred
in Q3 in the prior year.
• Other – unfavorable primarily due to FX headwinds in Egypt.
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GMSA recorded its first profitable quarter since Q4 2014. Although the macroeconomic
environment continues to be challenging, Q3 industry volumes indicate a modest recovery off
of historic lows.
• GMSA Q3 wholesales increased 21.3% Y-O-Y, increasing net revenues by $0.5 billion.
• The South American industry grew 16.1% to over 1.1 million units and GMSA gained 20
bps of market share to 16.1% based on the strength of the Chevrolet brand in key markets
like Brazil where share was up 90 bps to 17.8%.
• The new breakeven level for our GMSA business is consistent with Brazilian SAAR of 2.2
million units, which is approximately 40% lower than 2012.
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Drivers of GMSA’s EBIT-adjusted performance:
• Volume – volume increased due to stronger industry performance in the key Brazilian and
Argentine markets and significant share growth in Brazil (90 bps).
• Price/Other – favorable pricing of $0.1B partially offsetting FX headwinds in Argentina.
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Record net revenue from continuing operations of $3.2 billion, up $0.8 billion Y-O-Y and
record Q3 EBT from continuing operations of $0.3 billion, up $0.1 billion Y-O-Y, as GM
Financial continues to execute on its full captive strategy.
Earning assets grew $20 billion to $83.6 billion from Q3 2016.
GM Financial has continued to expand its captive presence with GM customers and dealers
and increased its penetration of GM’s retail sales by approximately 200 basis points Y-O-Y
for Q3, and by approximately 600 bps Y-O-Y on a YTD basis.
Key credit metrics remain stable as net charge-offs as a % of retail finance receivables were
down 60 bps to 1.9% and retail delinquencies were down 110 bps to 5.2%.
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Q3 2017 adjusted automotive free cash flow from continuing operations was $(1.0) billion,
down $(5.1) billion Y-O-Y, primarily due to unfavorable working capital and other timing
related impacts as a result of lower North American production, as well as $0.8 billion of
lower automotive net income (adjusted for special items).
As production levels normalize, we anticipate working capital to meaningfully contribute to
fourth quarter free cash flow. We expect the impact of timing, production levels and the
reduction of dealer inventory levels to impact our free cash flow for the year and expect full
year 2017 adjusted automotive free cash flow from continuing operations to be ~$6 billion.
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Quarter-end available liquidity remains strong at $31.4 billion, down $4.4 billion from
year-end 2016.
The cash balance of $17.3 billion is in line with GM’s average cash balance commitment of
approximately $18 billion for the calendar year (following the close of the Opel/Vauxhall
transaction).
GM plans to continue to execute its capital allocation framework: Reinvesting in the
business to drive 20%+ ROIC-adjusted, maintaining a strong investment grade balance
sheet, and returning available cash to shareholders.
• The change in automotive liquidity compared to year-end 2016 relates to the following:

$ billion
Operating cash flow
Capital expenditures
Dividends paid
Share buybacks
Net cash used in investing activities – discontinued operations(a)
Issuance of senior secured notes
Other non-operating
YTD Change

7.3
(6.3)
(1.7)
(3.0)
(3.6)
3.0
(0.1)
(4.4)

(a) Consists primarily of payments to PSA Group, or one or more pension
funding vehicles, of $3.4 billion for the assumed net underfunded pension
liabilities in connection with the sale of the Opel/Vauxhall Business, which
includes pension funding payments for active employees and the de-risking
premium payment of $478 million.
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